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Ruth Gurney arrived home to find her late father's cattle ranch in debt, and their trail-boss, Lonigan,

missing. As luck would have it, there is a conveniently available replacement - Hoey Ives. The ranch

hands are uneasy with Ives's place on the drive, but the money is desperately needed, and there's

no time to wait for Lonigan.After days on the trail with no sign of water, weak cattle, and restless

men, Ruth can't help but have second thoughts about the seemingly trustworthy Ives. When he

suddenly proposes and asks for more than her hand in marriage, Ruth knows she has to find out

what he's really up to - and fast.
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Lots of good old stories in this one, liked it a lot, just like all of his books....

I can't buy them fast enough.He reads a book in 2 days

If he had been any better, no one else could have sold any books in this arena.

All in all, this is a satisfying collection of L'Amour short stories. In particular, I liked Rowdy Rides to

Glory for itslook at the world of rodeos. It was the first time in my experience for LL story to go into

detail about that "sport",so it made an impression on me.



Awesome as usual... beautiful country... great characters... great stories... good men and women

always standing up for what is right and honorable....

Louis L'Amour is as is well known a master at writing spellbinding books. There is always a lot of

violence in "cowboy' book but his books are mentally and spiritually and morally healthy. They are

clean and not as too many books are these days pornographic. As an escape from the tensions and

stress of present day life his books are excellent.

LAmour had good knowledge of the old west and words to describe. Once you start reading you

cant put it down. Plan to read all of his novels

Didn't make it half way through when the pages fell out
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